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Apollo Power Yoga is Six Years Old!!
AA Milne wrote “Now I am six I am as clever as
clever so I think I’ll stay six now for ever and
ever”.
Well, we are proud to be six years old but it is
our intention to grow and keep growing and
bringing access to power vinyasa and
restorative yoga to ever more people.
The first person to take an annual membership
with us asked “Will you still be open in a year?”
as she paid over her money. We greatly
appreciate the faith that you have all shown in
us and we greatly value your support of our
studio whether you have practiced with us
from the outset, as some have, or whether you
have come to practice with Apollo Power Yoga
more recently.
Our group of teachers have all trained with us
through our yoga intensive/teacher training
programme, Step into your Power, and we
value their commitment to the practice and
methodology that we use at Apollo Power
Yoga. It is our intention to offer consistency in
terms of the practices we teach and the
manner in which we teach them.
Margo and I love what we do and love being
part of delivering to you all the aspects of yoga
that we can: functional strength and mobility,

presence, improving breathing, clarity and
ease of mind, connection with like-minded
people… Apollo Power Yoga has taught to
over 8000 people and no-one has been left
untouched physically or spiritually by the
power of our practices.
Go to the back pages of this magazine for a
pictorial retrospective of our history.

NEW Online Service!:
Many people have said they cannot find
anything like what we offer at Apollo Power
Yoga when they move or travel out of town.
We have a solution!

Now you can have access to some of our
classes through an online service. Check out
our
website:
https://apollopoweryoga.com/apollo-poweryoga-on-demand/ or go direct to the on

demand
page:
https://vimeo.com/ondemand/apollopowery
oga
Practice with all the joy, power, strength,
mobility and inspiration that you know and
love from classes at Apollo Power Yoga
anytime!

the website and our noticeboards for details.
The workshop will be Next Step Up, a
workshop we last ran in 2018 as a means for
you to level up your practice and introduce the
next stages of power and expression to the
way you show up on your mat.

The Kleshas - Ragas:
Africa Yoga Project – Eye Pillows:
Two of our students, Eunju Nam and Junghee
Kim, have been working with Margo and they
have made lavender scented eye pillows.
These are on sale for $20 with the proceeds to
go to Africa Yoga Project. You may purchase
these from either of our studios.

They are a great accompaniment to savasana
and a great way to settle your mind, calm your
nervous system and create a relaxed state of
being before you go to bed in the evening.
These are good for yourself as a treat and make
a great present too.

Workshops:
Thank you to all who attended Getting Started
on 20 July. It was great to work with you.
There will be no workshop in August but our
next workshop will be in early September.
Details will be available soon so keep an eye on

In our discussion of the kleshas or obstacles on
your path we have come to the third of the five
addressed in the Yoga Sutras: ragas (ragahs).
Ragas means attachment.
Patanjali, in The Yoga Sutras, speaks in terms of
“identification with what we like…”
Attachment becomes an issue when we take
our sense of who we are from what we have
(possessions/relationships), what we do
(jobs/pastimes/volunteer roles) or what we
believe.
How can it be an obstacle to inner peace to be
attached in some way to what we have, do or
believe? It becomes an issue because if we
become deprived of whatever it is we are
attached to then there is suffering. Or, we can
become attached to something that causes us
suffering because we perceive it to be
beneficial/enjoyable/worthwhile even though
it has, in greater or lesser degree, unhelpful
characteristics.
Consider the first aspect – the suffering caused
when we are deprived of that to which we have
become attached.
At the time of the Canterbury earthquakes
many people were displaced from their homes.
For a lot of those affected this was traumatic
experience. They had an attachment to their
house for a variety of possible reasons: the
work they had done on it themselves; the
events that had occurred there such as the
birth of a child or a wedding; the feeling of

safety and certainty they had created with
respect to that place; the fact that it had been
a home of their family’s for generations, or
whatever.
Being forced to move away from a particular
home carried suffering with it because of the
degree of attachment some people had to a
particular house. Absent that degree of
attachment and the need to relocate would
have been met with less grieving, hurt and
upset.
Ragas does not say it is wrong to feel sorrow at
loss. It is not wrong to grieve the passing of a
loved one, the loss of a home to fire,
earthquake damage or changed financial
circumstances, or to be disappointed at losing
the ability to run or swim as one did at a
younger age. The issue is when one’s
identification with that item of loss is such that
one loses a sense of self with the loss of the
item.
Similarly with the second element of
attachment – that where one is attached to
something believing it good irrespective of
adverse effects it has. The diabetic who is
attached to sweets, the alcoholic who is
attached to vodka, and the runner who
disregards the joint damage their running may
be causing them are all expels of attachment
where there is a downside to what the
individual is committed to.
Ragas does not say it is wrong to enjoy
something sweet, nor to savour an alcoholic
drink nor to enjoy going on a run. The warning
comes where one’s commitment to something
is so great that we lose presence to the adverse
effects of one’s commitment and persist even
where harm is being done as a consequence.
Ragas does not mean that everyone should
become an ascetic and renounce all worldly
things. The yogic philosophy does not say this.
In fact, the process of denial can be a species

of attachment in itself with adverse outcomes
just as much as a gluttonous, hoarding or
clinging behavior may do.
Ragas does not mean that one should not form
relationships and derive pleasure from loving
others or being friends or comrades. Instead
ragas is a warning against making such an
identification with a person or group that, in
the event of a change in circumstances, one’s
sense of self is eroded.
Yoga does not perceive the ideal world as one
in which everyone lives as a hermit in Spartan
conditions. Yoga acknowledges that we live in
societies. Yoga acknowledges that we form
emotional bonds with one another. Ragas says
that we can enjoy the benefits or society and
the joys of human interaction and the appeal
or nice food, music, surroundings and so on.
However, there is a point where the enjoyment
crosses into a form of attachment as bondage
and suffering is the fruit. Be prepared to enjoy,
love even, but also to let go. Retain your sense
of self independent of what you have, do or
believe.

The spouse who wastes away following the
death of their partner, the sportsperson who
falls into depression following the end of their
career, and the person who falls into selfloathing as their youthful good looks give way
to the ravages of time are all examples of those
for whom attachment is an obstacle to
inherent peace.

B.K.S. Iyengar’s translation of Book 2 Sutra 7
from the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali is as follows:

to obscure the void in my own sense of
satisfaction in myself.

Pleasure leads to attachment which triggers
desire after desire as if enjoyments were
eternal bliss.

Be present to the place attachment has in your
life. It is true that often enough we do not
know how much someone or something
means to us until they or it is gone and,
therefore, the degree of our attachment is
concealed from us. However, in the clear air of
meditation it is possible to know and to know
where attachment carries with it suffering.

[Core of the Yoga Sutras, B.K.S. Iyengar, 2012]
This translation points to the way in which one
appetite grows into another and creates a
habit and a way of being that is in fact an
obstacle to true contentment.
There was a significant period in my life where
I perceived that happiness lay with what I had.
I liked wine. I liked nice wine. I accumulated a
collection of nice wines – and saw some go bad
on me because I wouldn’t drink them soon
enough – but having shelves with wines from
Te Mata or from St Emilion or from Leeuwin
Estate did not make me more content in
myself.
I used to play golf weekly and enjoyed new
gold equipment: the snug fit of a fresh glove on
my left hand; the smooth gleam of a new ball
as it rolled out of its sleeve into my hand; most
especially, the gleam of a new set of irons or
the machined balance and beauty of a new
driver. Having new equipment may or may not
have improved my game (the last 9 holes I
played with one set of irons one week was
better than anything I did for months
afterwards with the new set of irons with
which I replaced them the following Saturday)
but I know as fact that the new equipment
gave only fleeting enjoyment in the grand scale
of things and never made me content within
myself.
The spikes of pleasure from a new wine
delivery or from acquiring a new piece of
equipment for the golf course obscured a lack
of congruence with myself and set up a craving
for more spikes from more material purchases

Be still and inquire into the people and things
that you go to daily. Be clear and honest with
yourself about the role these people/things
play for you. Be open to understanding where
suffering lies in your attachments. Learn to
take pleasure in people and things without
creating the attachment, ragas, that will
ultimately deny you inherent peace.

Step into your Power:
We only have about 6 places left for the
September course of Step into your Power!
Even if you trained with us in January this year
you will not be guaranteed a place in
September so do not delay and submit your
application NOW to secure your place on this
course. It will be an amazing experience.
Those who do one intensive with us consider it
to be the most transformative week of their
lives. Then, those who do a second week say
the second intensive is even better than the
first!
If you wish to be involved make the decision
now. You will not regret it. Places on this
course are limited and it is important for you to
commit NOW.

generate challenge for all but the rewards are
incredible.
Put your awareness on the
fundamentals of this pose, embrace it and
forge a new, beautiful relationship with
twisting triangle!


Pursue your personal development at all levels
with Step into your Power, Apollo Power
Yoga’s yoga intensive and teacher training
programme.
 Shake up business as usual in your practice
and in your life.
 Expand your understanding of yoga
practice with meditation, asana and
inquiry.
 Learn to teach yoga from an in-depth
appreciation of the asanas, the sequence,
the methodology and assisting.
 If you are ready to be all you can be in your
yoga practice and in your life.







This programme has asana practice,
meditation, inquiry, anatomy and physiology,
and exercises in teaching to draw forth your
exceeding self.
Visit our website for full details and to
download
an
application
form:
https://apollopoweryoga.com/step-into-yourpower-yoga-teacher-training/

Asana Spotlight:
Revolving triangle pose (parivrtta trikonasana)
is, I believe, the most technically demanding
pose in our regular vinyasa practices at Apollo
Power Yoga. It is a split-legged, closed-faced
twist and those two essential elements





Begin in triangle, the pose we detailed in
last month’s magazine. Bring your torso
upright over your hips. Step your back foot
about 1 to 2 feet further forward towards
the front of your mat. Set your back foot
at about 45° off centre (With your front
foot at 12 o’clock set your back foot at
about 10:30 on the clock).
Align your left heel with your front foot
such that a single, straight line can be
drawn through the length of your front
foot and the heel of your back foot.
Press the outer edge and the inner mound
of your left foot to the earth.
Press the inner mound and the centre of
your right heel to the earth.
The degree by which you shorten your
base from triangle for revolving triangle
varies from person to person. I use 2/3 the
base of triangle as a rough rule of thumb
for the appropriate length of base for
revolving triangle. Too long and your
alignment will be compromised in other
respects. Too short and the pose will lose
some of its impact for you. Experiment
with your base with the following cues in
mind.
Square your hips towards the front of the
room. Rotate from your left foot (your
back foot) and turn your left hip towards
the front of the room. Press away from
your right foot and draw your right hip
towards the back of the room.
If your base is too long you will not be able
to achieve this squaring of your hips. It is
of the essence to revolving triangle so be
aware of the orientation of your hips and if
your base is preventing you from achieving














a square of your hips to the front of the
room, shorten your base somewhat.
If you achieve square hips very easily then
consider lengthening your base somewhat.
Another essential element of the pose is
the split legged position. If all you seek is
for the squaring of your hips to be easy
then there would be no point in doing the
pose in a spilt legged position. Separate
your feet just enough that, with work and
effort, you can square the front of your
pelvis to the front of the room.
If you just cannot get your hips square with
a split legged stance and the outer edge of
your back foot at the mat try one, or both,
of these variations. First, rather than
having your left heel in line with your right
foot, shift your left foot a few inches
further to the left. Second, slightly lift the
heel of your left foot from the mat.
Activate the muscles of your inner thighs,
your adductor muscles and hug your two
legs inwards towards centre-line. Tone
right up into your pelvic floor, mula
bandha, to create balance, stability and
vitality at your core.
Extend the crown of your head to the sky
and draw out all the length in your spine
that you can. Engage uddiyana bandha
(draw the pit of your nelly in towards your
spine) to stabilise your spine.
Raise your left arm high to the sky.
Hinge forward at your hips and reach your
left hand down towards the floor. I have
long arms and choose to steady myself
with my left fingertips at the floor. Many
students lose the alignment of their spine
by over-reaching for the floor. If you start
to collapse weight into your left hand or if
you start to flex/round your spine to touch
the floor, set a block beneath your left
hand and steady yourself on it.
I have already spoken of several essential
elements of this pose. A straight back is
another essential. It is neither effective







nor healthy to twist your spine when it is
flexed/rounded forwards. Generate a
straight back before you hinge forward and
maintain a straight back throughout
revolving triangle!!
Where you place your right hand varies,
again, from person to person. Start by
setting your left hand directly beneath
your left shoulder roughly at the centreline
of your mat. As you move into the pose,
experiment with moving your left hand
further to the right side of your mat to just
in front of or even to the outside of your
right foot.
Turn your torso from your centre, from
your spine, outwards. A common flaw in
revolving triangle that I see often is where
a student moves their arms but not their
torso and the joints of their spine in a
deluded attempt to create the form of the
pose without actually creating the actions
of the pose.

Take a breath in and stretch your spine
forward towards the front of the room.
Turn your right lung and shoulder up
towards the sky and your left lung and
shoulder beneath your spine towards the
floor. The extremities of your arms and
hands will move right along with your
trunk from the centre outwards.









Another flaw that emerges in this pose is
for the student to drop their chin to their
chest and take their gaze towards the back
of the room. Do not do this! Instead, lift
your chin away from your chest, extend
the crown of your head straight forward
towards the front of the room as an
extension of your spine, and draw your
lower jaw straight in towards your throat.
Keep the back of your neck long and stable.
We call this jalandhara bandha.
If your neck feels free rotate your chin to
your right shoulder and set your dristhi
gaze at the ceiling through your right
thumb nail. If you have soreness or
stiffness in your neck you should look
straight to the side of the room or even
down towards the floor.
Bring animation to your two hands and
spread and shine vitality from your
fingertips.
Breathe calmly with ujjayi breathing and
bring power, endurance and contentment
to your revolving triangle.

When a tree’s leaves die it lets them go.
Letting go is a powerful practice and twists are
a powerful means of letting go. In revolving
triangle let go your resistance to the pose, let
go your anxieties, doubts and self-hatred.
Bring life, love and vitality to your whole being
and step off your mat into a world of
connection and contentment!

From Baron Baptiste:

Live your life like you are ALIVE.

Apollo Power Yogis Up to Big Things – Aaron
Jones of Zerobag

Our yogi, Aaron Jones, is the creator of
Zerobag™. An architectural designer by
trade, Aaron thought of the idea while
living in London in 2008. “I was appalled
by the ever-increasing plastic pollution in
the city, so I decided to find the perfect
lightweight, long life, quality reusable bag
that I could fit in my pocket,” says Aaron.

which is made from 100% certified
recycled plastic bottles (rPET) material.

“But I was frustrated by the products on
offer. A chance conversation with a friend
in France about skydiving and the
reusable bag designs I was working on led
to the idea of sourcing out of service
parachutes to fashion upcycled bags.”

A portion of each sale is donated to
sustainable coastlines in an effort to
further help protect our environment
from plastic pollution. The company has
donated 6000 Zerobags to the Pacific
Island Games in Samoa to help them run a
plastic free event, and is also supporting
the Asana for Africa event at Apollo.
Thanks, Zerobag!
To see a list of stockists of Zerobag, visit
the website: https://www.zerobag.co.nz/

The original Zerobag™ was launched in
2009. Made in New Zealand from recycled
parachutes, they are incredibly strong and
lightweight, compacting down to about
the size of a small mobile phone.

Asana for Africa – Fundraising Practice for
Africa Yoga Project – 28 July
Asana for Africa is a sell-out!
James’
fundraising class, Asana for Africa, taking place
on Sunday 28 July, 7:00 pm to 8:30 pm is fully
subscribed. If you wish to donate to the cause
please contact James separately. There is a
donations page for Africa Yoga Project where
you can dedicate a donation to a particular
ambassador/fundraiser too. Ask James for
details.

Since the success of the original
Zerobag™, Aaron’s company has had to
turn down large volume orders, due to
manufacturing costs in New Zealand and
lack of parachute supply.
Due to these restrictions, the Zerobag
team began work on the new Zerobag 2.0,

Support James in raising funds for Africa Yoga
Project - a great yoga-based programme based
in Nairobi and supported by yoga studios in the
United States and elsewhere (Apollo Power
Yoga is the only studio in New Zealand that I
know of that supports this cause):
https://www.africayogaproject.org/

Here’s a little retrospective from the past 6
years:

Our cat, Christopher, lived at the studio for a
couple of months while we had earthquake
repairs done at our house.

Richard Greenlees hosted us at his
Sumner/Clifton Hill property for a beautiful
outdoors summer practice.
On 27 July 2013 we opened for classes at 107
Hereford Street

Each year we work with the Crusaders as part
of their pre-season programme. The 3-peat
may not have been but for us!

Groups such as EDGE (Emergency Department
Get Exercising) came in for private sessions

We work with high school groups such as
these boys from Christ’s College.
Sam Hunt came and performed some of his
poems for us to celebrate our first birthday.
His comment on first stepping into our room?
“F*** it’s hot!”

Good people came together to practice in a
fundraiser for Movember and men’s mental
health and suicide prevention.

We have hosted guest teachers for
classes/workshops such as the livewire
Cameron Shayne, Budokon creator.

In July 2017 we moved from Hereford St to our
current city location at 46 Salisbury Street.
In 2016 we launched our own yoga teacher
training programme called Step into your
Power and all our current teachers have
trained in this programme – it works!

We taught fundraising events such as this
Giant Practice in support of the Christchurch
City Mission.
In February 2019 we opened a new studio at
The Estuary, Ferrymead and have been
introduced to many wonderful new people as
a consequence.

Namaste
We hold workshops for our teachers to keep
the team up to speed with the practice and
methodology that characterise Apollo Power
Yoga.
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